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Abstract: The last decade has seen an exponential increase in the application of unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) to ecological monitoring research, though with little standardisation or
comparability in methodological approaches and research aims. We reviewed the international
peer-reviewed literature in order to explore the potential limitations on the feasibility of UAV-use
in the monitoring of ecological restoration, and examined how they might be mitigated to maximise
the quality, reliability and comparability of UAV-generated data. We found little evidence of
translational research applying UAV-based approaches to ecological restoration, with less than 7%
of 2133 published UAV monitoring studies centred around ecological restoration. Of the 48 studies,
> 65% had been published in the three years preceding this study. Where studies utilised UAVs for
rehabilitation or restoration applications, there was a strong propensity for single-sensor monitoring
using commercially available RPAs fitted with the modest-resolution RGB sensors available. There
was a strong positive correlation between the use of complex and expensive sensors (e.g., LiDAR,
thermal cameras, hyperspectral sensors) and the complexity of chosen image classification
techniques (e.g., machine learning), suggesting that cost remains a primary constraint to the wide
application of multiple or complex sensors in UAV-based research. We propose that if UAVacquired data are to represent the future of ecological monitoring, research requires a) consistency
in the proven application of different platforms and sensors to the monitoring of target landforms,
organisms and ecosystems, underpinned by clearly articulated monitoring goals and outcomes; b)
optimization of data analysis techniques and the manner in which data are reported, undertaken in
cross-disciplinary partnership with fields such as bioinformatics and machine learning; and c) the
development of sound, reasonable and multi-laterally homogenous regulatory and policy
framework supporting the application of UAVs to the large-scale and potentially trans-disciplinary
ecological applications of the future.
Keywords: Ecological restoration; Drone; UAS; Rehabilitation; Revegetation

1. Introduction
Despite the common public perception of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, drones) as a recent
innovation predominantly for military application [1] or for photography [2], surveying or mapping
[3], UAVs have been utilised as tools for biological management and environmental monitoring for
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nearly four decades [4]. Unmanned helicopters were employed for crop spraying in agricultural
systems as early as 1990, and this method now accounts for >90% of all crop spraying in Japan [5].
UAVs are commonly used to conduct broad-acre monitoring of crop health and yield in Europe and
the United States [6–9]. Additionally, they have been used for atmospheric monitoring projects such
as the measurement of trace compounds since the early 1990s [10,11]. While cost and availability have
been a broad constraint to the use of UAVs in research projects, the last decade has seen an
exponential increase in their application to ecological research.
Rapid advances in technology have produced increasingly smaller, cheaper drones capable of
mounting a wider variety of sensors that are able to more rapidly collect a greater diversity of data
[12–14]. In addition, improved battery technology has greatly improved the endurance offered by
electric models [9,15]. Although highly specialised UAVs require significant financial and
infrastructure investment, entry-level drones are commercially available at low cost and are
increasingly capable of capturing meaningful data—for example, estimates have been provided of
UAV platform and sensor costs ranging from 2000 euros for less advanced systems, up to 120,000
euros for large UAVs with hyperspectral sensors [13]. While even low-cost UAVs may represent a
significant expenditure for smaller projects, the price is still low in comparison to obtaining remotely
sensed date from manned aircraft or satellites. Correspondingly, the last decade in particular has seen
UAVs employed with increasing novelty as tools to address complex ecological questions [16–19].
One field that has benefited from this application in particular is the monitoring of environmental
rehabilitation and ecological restoration [20].
Traditional monitoring of ecological restoration is often undertaken manually and can involve
transects or quadrats over large areas and frequently on sandy or rocky substrates in remote regions
[21,22]. UAVs on the other hand are able to traverse large areas in very short periods of time [23,24],
are unaffected by the difficulty of the terrain [25], and have negligible impact upon ecologically
sensitive areas or species of interest [16,26,27]. UAVs can collect large amounts of high-resolution
images even during short flights [28], allowing scientists to conduct virtual site surveys. In addition
to factory-standard digital Red-Green-Blue (RGB) cameras carried by most commercial UAVs,
sensors also include multispectral and hyperspectral cameras, thermal imaging, and LiDAR units [9].
Although the accessibility and capability of both UAVs and UAV-mounted sensors continue to
improve [13,25], this improvement has occurred asynchronously in relation to translation research
and development for the effective, replicable and accurate use of UAVs in the monitoring of
ecological restoration.
Historically, robots have been employed to undertake ‘the three D’s’; tasks that are considered
too dirty, dangerous or dull for humans [29]. Although this also reflects the focus of early UAV
application and research [4], we propose the future direction of UAV work is another four D’s: the
collection of detailed data over difficult or delicate terrain. However, full realization of the potential
of UAV use in ecological monitoring requires more than simple technological innovation and
improvement. The effective implementation of UAV technology by ecologists at the required scales
and replicability is likely to be constrained by inconsistency in the application of different sensors to
the monitoring of target landforms, organisms and ecosystems, a degree of uncertainty around the
optimization of data analysis techniques and reporting to meet project-specific monitoring goals and
objectives, and the absence of sound, reasonable and multi-laterally homogenous regulatory and
policy framework development in alignment with increasing societal and scientific expectations and
aspirations for ecological recovery. We discuss the potential implications of these limitations on the
feasibility of UAV use in the monitoring of ecological restoration, and recommend how they may be
addressed in order to maximise the quality, reliability and comparability of UAV-generated data.
2. Materials and Methods
We compiled a database of peer-reviewed literature composed of studies employing UAVs in
the monitoring of ecological recovery. Ecological recovery projects employ a wide range of
terminology depending upon the particular goals of individual projects [30]. For the purposes of this
review, we use the term ‘restoration’ following the widely accepted terminology of McDonald et al.,
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defined as ‘the process of assisting the recovery of an ecosystem that has been damaged, degraded
or destroyed’ [31,32]. Additional search terms were ‘UAV’, ‘UAS’, ‘RPAS’, ‘drone’ AND ‘monitoring’
AND ‘restoration’, ‘rehabilitation’, ‘recovery’, ‘revegetation’, or ‘remediation’. Three databases were
included in compiling the literature, including Google Scholar (date range from 1950–2019), Web of
Science (all databases, date range from 1950–2019), and Scopus (all documents, all years). The results
from literature searches are presented in a PRISMA 2009 flow diagram (Figure S1).
Searches returned 121 results on Web of Science, 235 results on Scopus, and 61,553 results on
Google Scholar. The extreme magnitude of the difference between databases seems to be a result of
how searches were conducted. While Google Scholar returned numerous papers that only contained
keywords within the references section, this did not occur in searches conducted on Web of Science
or Scopus. Removal of duplicates and out-of-scope papers (e.g., UAV-use in monitoring the
restoration of building facades, or articles on the recovery of UAVs that had lost signal) resulted in
2133 articles relating to UAV-use in monitoring broadly. These predominantly comprised articles of
silvicultural or agricultural monitoring application (e.g., 210 articles returned by “UAV forest
monitoring”, 206 articles returned by “UAV agriculture monitoring”, and 238 articles returned by
“UAV crop monitoring”). In total 56 papers related to UAV-use in ecological recovery monitoring, of
which 48 studies presenting experimental data were included in analyses (Table S1).
Publications were sorted into categorical variables based on publication type (e.g., studies
presenting experimental data, theoretical development, literature reviews); ecological recovery
terminology (restoration, rehabilitation, recovery, revegetation or remediation); pre-recovery land
use (agricultural, natural); UAV type (e.g., multirotor, helicopter, fixed-wing or not stated);
maximum number of sensors employed in a single flight (one, two, three, or four); type of sensor(s)
employed (RGB, modified-RGB (here referring to commercial RGB cameras that have been modified
to detect near-infrared (NIR) light), Multispectral, Hyperspectral, Thermal, LiDAR); and method of
analysing captured data (manual, object-based, supervised machine-learning). For the purposes of
analysis, sensors were classified into four categories of increasing technological complexity. The
classification increased in complexity from ‘Non-complex’ sensors including RGB-alone (category 1)
or modified-RGB cameras (category 2), to ‘complex sensors’, defined here as those designed to
capture non-visible light, including multispectral sensors (category 3) and other (Hyperspectral,
thermal, LiDAR; category 4). Similarly, analytical techniques were classified in increasing complexity
from manual classification (category 1), to Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA; category 2), and
machine learning (category 3). While automated classification methods can be performed at either
pixel level or on image objects, OBIA was commonly used throughout the reviewed papers in order
to denote the use of a manually generated rulesets being used to classify images that were segmented
into image objects, most commonly through the program eCognition. While OBIA is technically an
approach classifying images-based upon created image objects rather than on a per-pixel basis that
can be used with any means of classification, we adopt this terminology when referring to any
instance of user-defined image-object classification for consistency with the published literature.
Pearson’s Chi-square tests were undertaken to compare differences between all categorical
variables (SPSS Statistics 25, IBM, USA), with statistical significance determined by P <0.05.
Multinomial logistic regression (SPSS Statistics 25, IBM, USA) was undertaken to assess the
relationship between sensor complexity (categorized) and the complexity of analytics (categorised)
in published studies, including year of study publication as a control variable.
3. Results
3.1. Date and Origin of Studies
Two thirds of the studied literature had been published since 2017 (Figure 1), and only one
publication predated 2007 (published in 1996). Studies were significantly more likely to originate
from Europe (31% of papers) or North America (29%) than other regions (χ2 = 23.46, d.f. = 5, P =
0.001). Far fewer studies were returned from regions such as China (13%), Australia and Central and
South America (10% each), southeast Asian countries (6%), and Africa (2%).
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3.2. Terminology
‘Restoration’ was the most commonly employed terminology in the literature analysed (> 70%
of published studies) followed by ‘recovery’ (ca. 30%), while ‘rehabilitation’, ‘revegetation’, and
‘remediation’ were infrequently used (8–13% in each case; Figure 1). Studies frequently employed
multiple terms in relation to the same ecological monitoring project, with a third of studies using two
or more terms (most commonly ‘restoration’ and ‘recovery’).

Figure 1. Alluvial diagram illustrating the proportion of research publications from 1996 to 2019 from
a literature search over Scopus, Web of Science and Google Scholar providing empirical data on the
use of UAVs in the monitoring of ecological recovery in terms of including date of publication, region
of study interest, ecological recovery terminology utilised, maximum number of sensors utilised in a
single flight, most advanced sensor type utilised during the study, captured imagery classification
technique, and landscape of study interest.

3.3. Platform and Sensors
Studies employed a relatively even use of fixed-wing (42%) and multirotor (38%) UAVs
(including two articles that utilised both), and these platforms were significantly more common in
monitoring than other platforms (χ2 = 49.38, d.f. = 5, P < 0.001). Additional studies also employed
unmanned helicopters (two studies) or paramotors (one study), while ten percent of studies
presented no information about the type of UAV utilised (Figure 1).
Studies overwhelmingly employed only a single sensor (73%; χ2 = 34.63, d.f. = 2, P < 0.001).
Although 13 studies utilised multiple sensors in data capture, only five employed two sensors
simultaneously on flights and only a single study demonstrated the use of more than two sensors
simultaneously (however, this comprised two duplicate sensor pairs). RGB cameras were by far the
most commonly utilised sensors in the monitoring of ecological recovery (employed in nearly 85% of
studies; χ2 = 49.38, d.f. = 5, P < 0.001), with more complex non-RGB sensors (e.g., LiDAR,
hyperspectral sensors) uncommonly employed (29% of studies). Where more complex non-RGB
sensors were used, they were often employed in combination with RGB cameras (half of the 14
studies). RGB cameras were the only sensor employed in nearly 60% of the literature, while true
multispectral sensors were employed in 11 studies (22% of studies), hyperspectral sensors in three
studies, and thermal cameras and LiDAR sensors in one study each (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Number of analysed studies employing sensors of various complexity (A) and captured
image classification techniques of varying complexity (B) in relation to year of publication for UAVbased studies monitoring ecological recovery. * Data were collected up until March 2019, thus data
are presented for only the first quarter of 2019.

3.4. Classification and Processing of Captured Data
While all studies utilised manual image classification, the majority (67% of studies; χ2 = 24.12,
d.f. = 3, P < 0.001) used solely manual classification, without utilising any automated methods. More
complex methods of image classification included OBIA (19%), with accuracy assessments
undertaken manually, and machine learning (15%), again with accuracy assessments undertaken
manually. Almost all studies utilising OBIA undertook classification in the eCognition environment
(89%; Figure 2), while studies utilising supervised machine learning employed eight different
algorithms with little comparability in methodology. No studies compared the results of classification
by machine learning with OBIA.
Multinomial logistic regression indicated a statistically significant relationship was present
between sensor complexity and the complexity of classification with year as a control variable (χ2 =
43.68, d.f. = 24, P = 0.008). Likelihood Ratio Tests indicating that the effect of sensor complexity on the
complexity of analytics was significant (χ2 = 30.11, d.f. = 6, P < 0.001) while the effect of year was not
(χ2 = 16.34, d.f. = 18, P = 0.569), indicating that this trend was unlikely to reflect the application of
more technically complex platforms by more recent studies (Figure 3).
4. Discussion
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The application of UAVs in plant health monitoring is well established for agriculture [9,33–36]
and forestry [14,37,38]. However, there is little evidence of translational research applying these
approaches to ecological restoration, with UAV use in the monitoring of ecological recovery
comprising less than 7% of studies (56 out of 2133 studies) of the UAV monitoring literature.
Importantly, we found no evidence of UAV assisted plant condition analysis being proven despite
this claim by many in the UAV vegetation assessment industry. This low representation may reflect
the nascence of UAVs for ecological monitoring, as > 65% of all literature analysed was published in
the three years preceding this study. However, trends observed in the growing body of literature in
this field suggest a level of regional bias, poor reporting of project-specific monitoring goals and
outcomes, a degree of inconsistency in the application of different sensors to achieving monitoring
goals, and low comparability between image processing techniques. We propose that if UAVs are to
represent the future of ecological monitoring, research requires a) greater consistency in the
application of different platforms and sensors to the monitoring of target landforms, organisms and
ecosystems, underpinned by clearly articulated monitoring goals and outcomes; b) optimization of
data analysis techniques and the manner in which data are reported, undertaken in cross-disciplinary
partnership with fields such as bioinformatics and machine learning; c) the development of sound,
reasonable and multi-laterally homogenous regulatory and policy frameworks supporting the
application of UAVs to the large-scale and potentially trans-boundary ecological applications of the
future; and d) links to plant physiologists to validate UAV-based interpretations of plant health and
vegetation condition.
4.1. Regional Bias in UAV Application
Despite the increasingly lower costs of UAVs and their sensor payloads, the use of UAVs in
restoration monitoring is still geographically limited. Much of the literature analysed (ca. 58% of
studies) originated from Europe and North America, with most remaining studies from China,
Australia, and Central and South America (Figure 1). However, given the relatively low skillset
required for UAV use [39], UAVs are a viable prospect for monitoring of restoration and conservation
projects in developing countries [40]. The coming years are likely to see a far greater global
application of UAV monitoring research, particularly as developing countries begin to take
advantage of the increasing availability and affordability of UAVs.
4.2. A Need to Realise the Full Potential of UAV Platforms and Sensors in Monitoring Ecological Recovery
Despite the increasing complexity, affordability and reliability of commercially available UAVs,
the use of UAVs in ecological recovery monitoring is lagging compared with the rapidly growing
portfolio of their novel application in other ecological contexts such as fauna monitoring [40–42].
Where studies have utilised UAVs for rehabilitation or restoration applications, there continues to be
a propensity for single-sensor monitoring using commercially available drones fitted with modestresolution RGB sensors (Figure 1). Fixed wing and multirotor UAVs were used in similar numbers,
perhaps due to the different scales of operation. While multirotor UAVs have several advantages
over fixed wing platforms, such as reduced vibration and a smaller required area for takeoff and
landing, the higher cruise altitude and greater endurance of fixed wing UAVs makes them a superior
choice when monitoring large areas that do not require sub-centimetre resolution [13]. Very few
articles sourced (29% of studies) employed complex sensors or multiple-sensor assemblies (Figure 1).
The strong correlation between the application of these complex sensors and increasingly detailed
image analytical techniques (Figure 3), both representing comparatively expensive technologies,
suggests that cost may be a primary constraint to their wide application in research.
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Figure 3. Association between categorised sensor complexity and categorised classification technique
complexity in analysed studies of UAV-based monitoring of ecological recovery. Annotated lettering
represents the results of pairwise tests among sensor complexity categories. Values followed by the
same letters are not significantly different at P = 0.05.

RGB imagery represents the most rudimentary remote sensing option for UAV use, but the nearuniversal application of RGB sensors in the literature analysed highlights their significant utility (and
accessibility) for restoration monitoring. For example, low-altitude high-resolution RGB imagery has
been used to accurately estimate tree height, crown diameter and biomass in forested areas [14,43–
45], and has been employed to determine the presence or absence of target plant species [46–49]. One
particularly attractive feature of RGB imagery is its capacity to be stitched into large orthomosaics
using, for example, Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques [50]. Orthomosaics retain the ground
sampling distance (GSD) of initial images, and high-resolution imagery provides a high level of detail
facilitating visual recognition and classification of plant and animal species or individuals [23]. SfM
technology also allows for the creation of digital elevation models (DEMs) from RGB images. DEMs
created in this manner can approach the accuracy of more expensive and complex sensors such as
LiDAR, and have been employed for measurements of tree height and biomass estimation [51,52].
Studies have used DEMs generated from UAV imagery for the creation of slope maps [53], and for
the monitoring of the stability of tailings stockpiles [54]. Given the accuracy of these DEMs and the
cost of LiDAR surveys, geomorphological mapping from RGB imagery obtained from UAVs is a
viable alternative [3].
We found few examples of fauna monitoring using UAVs in a restoration context, potentially
reflecting the global paucity of literature relating to fauna recovery following disturbance [55].
However, RGB-equipped UAVs have been employed to assess distribution and density in fauna
species that are challenging to survey on foot, such as orangutan (Pongo abelii) [56] and seabird
colonies [57,58]. Their application appears most suitable for the covert observation and recording of
ecological, behavioural and demographic data from fauna communities in poorly accessible habitats
[59–61], and UAV-derived count data can be up to twice as accurate than ground-based counts
[62,63]. Although the ontogenetic and species-specific responses of fauna to UAVs remain unknown
[64,65], particularly in regard to behavioural responses of fauna following interactions with UAVs
[66–68], it seems likely that UAV-use in fauna monitoring will rapidly expand as technology
improves and costs decline [42]. For example, many GPS units attached to animals for research are
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accessed by remote download, and UAVs may facilitate both target location via VHF signal and
remote download of GPS data without the need to approach, or disturb, the animal.
Multi- and hyperspectral imagery has been employed to successfully discriminate between
horticultural and agricultural crops on the basis of spectral signature [18,69–71], to estimate leaf
carotenoid content in vineyards [72], to determine plant water stress in commercial citrus orchards
[73], assess the health of pest-afflicted crops [74], and estimate the leaf area index of wheat [7].
However, there are few examples of multi- or hyperspectral sensor application in native species
ecological recovery monitoring (only 23% of studies used a multispectral sensor, and only 6% used a
hyperspectral sensor), possibly due to the markedly higher cost of these sensors compared with RGB
sensors. Although it should be noted that commercial RGB cameras can be modified in such a way
that they can detect red-edge and near infra-red light in a similar fashion to multispectral sensors,
and that this technique has been used effectively, for example, to map the distribution and health of
different species in vegetation surveys of forested areas and peat bogs [18,20]. Combinations of RGB
and multispectral imagery may allow for high levels of accuracy in species-level discrimination,
which would be of significant utility for the identification and potential classification of small plants
(e.g., seedlings), estimation of invasive plant cover, or the targeted mapping of rare or keystone
species in restoration projects.
Where multiple sensors have been employed, they often required multiple flights with sensor
payloads being exchanged between flights [75–77]. Thermal imagery was used by Iizuka et al. [76] to
monitor thermal trends in peat forest, and a LiDAR/hyperspectral fusion has been proven to be more
effective in vegetation classification than either sensor alone [77]. UAVs equipped with thermal
sensors have been used to locate and monitor fauna species such as deer, kangaroos and koalas
[78,79], including large mammals of conservation concern such as white rhinos (Ceratotherium simum)
[80]. They have also been applied to detecting water stress in citrus orchards [73], olive orchards [6],
and barley fields [81], although only at small scales (<32 ha). More advanced sensors such as
multispectral and thermal cameras may also have utility in the monitoring of disturbance-related
environmental issues important for some rehabilitation and restoration scenarios, such as methane
seepage, acid mine drainage and collapse hazards in near-surface underground mining [82].
However, further work is required to translate thermal imagery studies conducted in agricultural or
forestry settings to a restoration context.
4.3. Analysis and Reporting of Restoration Monitoring Data
Comparison of the data gathered by UAVs is limited by considerable disparity in the analytical
and processing methods used by various studies. While manual classification of imagery is generally
undertaken comparably across all studies, it can be slow, time-consuming, and has potential for
operator error, offsetting the time benefits of UAV-based monitoring [28]. Thus, automated image
classification is a clear direction for the technology to maximise the utility, efficiency and costeffectiveness inherent in UAV monitoring. Importantly, techniques such as OBIA and machine
learning have proven to be of significant utility in UAV monitoring to date [35].
In OBIA, images are split into small “objects” on the basis of spectral similarity and are then
classified using a defined set of rules [35]. The advantage of this method is that the objects created
can be classified based on contextual information such as an object’s shape, size, and texture, which
provides additional capacity to the spectral characteristics [83]. These factors make object-based
image analysis an extremely useful tool for restoration monitoring, as species-level classification can
be undertaken on imagery of sufficiently high resolution. The first OBIA software on the market was
eCognition [83], and this continues to be employed almost ubiquitously (89% of studies). eCognition
has been employed in a diverse range of applications, for example to identify and count individual
plant species of interest within a study area from multispectral UAV imagery [84], to map weed
abundance in commercial crops [85,86], and to identify infestations of oak splendour beetles in oak
trees [38]. Studies employing eCognition for automated imagery classification in the context of
ecological recovery generally undertook relatively simple tasks such as vegetation classification and
counting [20,46,47], generating maps of vegetation cover over time [87], and identifying terraces on
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a plateau [88]. However, some recent studies have broadened the scope of their classification
processes and assessed additional information in order to provide a greater level of detail. For
example, while many studies identified areas of bare ground, Johansen et al. [89] further classified
bare ground based on topographical position. While most studies on species discrimination were
content to only identify target species, Baena et al. [18] further separated the keystone species Prosopis
pallida (Algarrobo) into distinct classes representing the health of the tree supplemented by ground
truthing. Even without the additional spectral bands offered by multispectral imagery, object-based
image analysis is a powerful classification tool, in some applications, such as the classification of
coastal fish nursery grounds by identifying seabed cover type [90]. Notably, this study compared
OBIA with non-OBIA and two different methods of machine learning, and found OBIA to be the
most accurate. Given the ability of OBIA to layer the output from multiple sensors into one project
for classification, the technique will only increase in utility as more and more sensors become
practical for UAV-based deployment. OBIA represents a powerful tool for reducing the workload
required for repeated monitoring of restoration areas.
Machine learning can be separated into supervised and unsupervised methods [17]. Both have
been applied to UAV surveys to good effect. Unsupervised machine learning relies on user input to
define how many classes an image should be separated into, and then classifies each pixel in such a
way that the mean similarity between each class is minimised [17]. This technique has been applied
successfully to UAV imagery to classify vernal pool habitats [17], to classify vegetation in mountain
landscapes [91], and to detect deer in forested areas [78]. Supervised classification relies on the input
of selected examples as training data, but provides a higher level of accuracy [17]. However,
supervised learning requires sufficient training data to capture the variance of the targets, and should
avoid spatially dependent samples [92]. For example, one study that assessed the automated
identification of cars from UAV imagery required 1.2 million vehicle images as training data, all of a
common required size, to minimise false negatives [93]. Negative examples must also be provided.
However, despite these requirements, machine learning is a powerful tool for automated
classification and has previously been used in UAV-based studies to accurately classify tree crowns
in orchards [6,71], to identify different species of trees and weeds [94,95], to detect algae in river
systems [96], to estimate biomass of wheat and barley crops [34], and to identify and map riparian
invasive species [84]. Several of the reviewed studies (15%) applied machine learning techniques to
ecological recovery projects, reporting accuracies over 90% in creating classified vegetation maps of
forests [76,97] and restored quarries [98]. Overall, supervised classification returns superior levels of
accuracy compared with unsupervised classification, particularly in cases with minimal spectral
differentiation [35].
While UAVs can rapidly and effectively map restoration areas with multiple different sensors,
the increasingly large volumes of data gathered render image classification a complex task. Although
machine learning programs and other automated methods of image classification can overcome this
limitation, there appears to be little consistency in the approaches that have been employed in image
classification automation. We found studies utilised an even mix of machine learning and OBIA
approaches, with little comparability or uniformity in specific software or methodology used. Only
three studies provided a comparison of different methods of automated classification. While
eCognition was by far the most common software package employed in automated image
classification, it was generally utilised without reference to the methodological approaches of
previous studies and few articles considered other potential options for classification. We propose
that the apparent lack of clarity surrounding the most appropriate methodological approaches to
image classification in ecological monitoring could be addressed through greater collaboration
between restoration ecologists and specialised data analysts, remote sensing experts, and computer
scientists to ensure that the most accurate and efficient methods are being used. Additionally,
consideration should be paid to whether or not UAV-based remote sensing is the most appropriate
method of data acquisition for the specific requirements of each project.
It is also noteworthy to recognise the increasing use of UAV-based LiDAR, which is rapidly
becoming a practical alternative to UAV-based imagery in situations where penetration of water of
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plant canopy is desired in order to image underlying topography [99]. Although drone laser scanning
technology (e.g., LiDAR) is currently more commonly employed by non-UAV remote sensing
platforms (e.g., manned aircraft and satellites), increasing technological development of these sensors
will improve accessibility of this technology as a surveying option and thus greatly improve its utility
for UAV application into the future [99].
4.4. Regulatory and Community Expectations of Restoration Monitoring
The regulatory and community expectations of restoration monitoring continue to increase as
the international community aspire towards better ecological recovery outcomes at larger scales
[30,32]. Monitoring must be tied to specific targets and measurable goals and objectives identified at
the start of the project, and the establishment of baseline data, as well as the collection of data at
appropriate intervals after restoration works, is fundamental for achieving appropriate measures of
success [32]. Additionally, sampling units must be of an appropriate size for the attributes measured,
and must be replicated sufficiently within the site to allow for meaningful interpretation [32]. These
requirements concur with the possibilities offered by UAV-based remote sensing, as highly detailed
data can be gathered quickly and easily from small to medium areas (up to ca. 250 hectares with
current technology) [100].
The National Standards for the Practice of Ecological Restoration [32] state that restoration
science and practice are synergistic, particularly in the field of monitoring. Restoration practice is
often determined by legislative requirements, and thus legislative requirements should be supported
by scientific knowledge. While UAVs are being increasingly integrated into aviation legislation
worldwide, and following local aviation law is undeniably important, legislation covering the use of
UAVs in restoration monitoring is also needed to provide guidelines for practitioners to follow.
However, the confusion in the use of UAVs ranging from choice of platform, choice of sensor, and
choice of classification method is such that enacting legislative requirements would be of very little
value. Until there is a strong scientific consensus on best practice, there should be no legislative
guidelines introduced. Rather, effort should be focused towards conducting further studies in order
to bring about consensus.
5. Conclusions
Monitoring of ecological restoration efforts is a requirement for ensuring goals are met,
determining trajectories and averting potential failures. However, despite technological advances in
its practice, ecological monitoring generally continues to be conducted with a ‘boots on the ground’
philosophy. Although UAV-mounted sensors are increasingly being used in novel ways to monitor
a wide variety of indicators of ecosystem health, the technology is consistently applied to examine
only highly specific aims or questions and fails to consider the wide and increasing potential for
capturing associated ecological data. The ongoing miniaturization, affordability and accessibility of
UAV-mounted sensors presents an increasing opportunity for their application to broad-scale
restoration monitoring. Although the wide application and low cost of RGB sensors mean they are
likely to remain a staple component of the UAV-based monitoring toolbox into the future, sensing in
the visible spectrum alone may represent a missed opportunity to gather significantly more complex
and meaningful data where project goals and finance allow. We propose that the collection of default
RGB imagery is self-limiting, and the future of monitoring lies in UAVs equipped with multiple
sensors that can provide a complete understanding of restoration efforts in the span of a single flight,
supported by robust computer-aided analytical technologies to mitigate time-intensive image
classification processes. However, few studies currently utilise more than one or two sensors, and
even those that do use three or more require multiple flights with different drones due to weight and
power limitations.
The ecological monitoring industry requires more resilient and reliable UAVs capable of
multiple sensor payloads, enabling more effective data acquisition. However, future UAV research
efforts should also adopt a more consistent and replicable approach to undertaking ecological
research, incorporating a broader scope of complementary sensors into UAV-based monitoring
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projects and undertaking image analysis and classification using comparable methodological
approaches. Although we are rapidly approaching an era in which UAVs are likely to represent the
most cost-efficient and effective monitoring technology for ecological recovery projects, the full
potential of UAVs as ecological monitoring tools is unlikely to be realized without greater transdisciplinary collaboration between industry, practitioners and academia to create evidence-based
frameworks.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: “The
PRISMA flow diagram for Buters et al. (2019), detailing the databases searched, the number of non-duplicate
articles found, and the final number of relevant articles retrieved, after discarding papers that did not present
experimental results.”, Table S1: “All analysed unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) studies providing empirical data
on the use of UAVs in the monitoring of ecological recovery by Buters et al. 2019, including year of publication,
region of study interest, landscape of study interest, ecological recovery terminology utilised, UAV platform
employed, captured imagery classification technique, maximum number of sensors utilised in a single flight,
and most advanced sensor type utilised during the study.”
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